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Updates Since IETF 85th

- Reorganize the IMPORT part
  - Remove some redundant IMPORTS

- Update the MIB Definition
  - According to Chairs’ review
  - Modifications to avoid warnings from a MIB validator
    - Change paras that are index elements of entry to not-accessible
    - Add accompanied InetAddressType object to each InetAddress object

- Polish the description in Section 6 accordingly

- Correct a couple of typos in the draft
Status

• Adopted in June 2012
• Currently -02 version
  – -03 version will be available once Submission System opens
• This document is in the Softwire Milestone
  – Nov 2011 Adopt Mesh topology MIB module document as a Working Group document
  – Nov 2012 Submit Mesh topology MIB module document for Proposed Standard
• Mature and stable
Next Step

• Request a WGLC?